Completed another successful cleanup event? Ready to do your wrap up report? Use these common estimations and tips to help you accurately fill out the information.

Don’t forget to tell us about any tires you have collected. These should not be thrown with the average trash, but disposed of correctly through your solid waste provider or a recycling center.

10 lbs
Weight of an average 15 gallon bag full of litter.

For large scale events we suggest working with your local solid waste provider who can assist with dumpsters, roll offs and exact weight.

15 lbs
Weight of an average 15 gallon bag of clothing

3 lbs
Weight of an average 15 gallon bag of aluminum cans

When we ask about trash/recycle volume on a wrap up report, we are asking for pounds. Make sure you note tons or 1,000’s of pounds if you have a large cleanup. Solid waste providers will often report to you in tons.

30 lbs
Weight of an average 15 gallon bag of glass

2.5 lbs
Weight of an average 15 gallon bag of plastic bottles